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Theme: Positive Outlook 
Episode 26: Looking forward and future orientation



Let’s not confuse a positive               

outlook with toxic positivity
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A balanced positive outlook 

acknowledges and holds space for both
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Positive outlook and future 

orientation are growth-focused
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Future orientation has a positive 

impact on well-being

• Physical health

• Mental health 

• Life satisfaction

• Ongoing learning and 

development

• Financial well-being
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Benefits of future thinking & 

growth mindset at work 

• Solution-finding

• Agility & adaptability

• Innovation

• Entrepreneurship

• Employee 

engagement*

• Employee 

development*
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Support colleagues to embrace the idea 

that we can influence our future
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1. Be aware of “all-or-nothing”             

thinking in yourself & others
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Try this question …

What else is true?
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2. Embrace the power of
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3. Co-create your vision
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4. Provide a compass, not a map
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Manager tip #29:

Involve your team in co-creating the vision

for your shared future work

Agenda tip #31: 

Introduce the concept of “Not Yet” thinking. 

Reflect on how it supports a growth 

mindset. 

Theme: Positive Outlook 
Episode 26: Learning from & letting go of the past
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Theme: Positive Outlook
Episode 26: Looking forward and future orientation

• Please answer two 

questions before you 

go! 

• Noticing non-verbal 

communication



Connect with Healthy at Hopkins and 

the Office of Wellbeing

Healthy at Hopkins 
- Access the portal via my.jh.edu an click on the ‘Healthy at Hopkins’ tile

- 833-554-4554

- healthyathopkins@jhmi.edu 

Office of Wellbeing
- https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/joy-at-jhm/office-of-well-being 

- OWB@jhmi.edu 

Follow us on Twitter and Instagram 

@HealthyHopkins

@HealthyatHopkins Additional Wellbeing and Leadership Resources

• LinkedIn Learning

• Sure People 



What Question Do You Have?


